
From January 2022- January 2023, Wilderton received more than 1.496 billion 
impressions.

Here’s a glimpse at what the press had to say... 

“Wilderton founding distiller Seth O’Malley’s obsession with Italian botanical spirits led him to create this drink that 
tastes like beloved aperitifs as well as sweet vermouth.”

-Bloomberg

“Bittersweet Aperitivo, a new contender from Wilderton, a non-alcoholic spirits company in Portland, Ore., is a 
cocktail hour success.” 
- The New York Times

“Basically, it’s a golden hour in a bottle, a sip-it-in-the-sun spirit.” 
- Forbes

“But the bittersweet red aperitivo is legit tasty whether you’re a teetotaler or not, with the right balance of citrusy, 
floral, and herbal notes. All of that is bolstered by the bitterness of gentian root, which makes Wilderton a 

compelling sub for Campari or Cappelletti.” 
- Bon Appetit

“To put it simply: Wilderton’s Bittersweet Aperitivo is a nonalcoholic spirit that doesn’t taste like a nonalcoholic 
spirit.” 

- Domino

“Wilderton's alcohol-free options are the perfect way to get in touch with new wild and adventurous drinking 
concoctions.“

- Mashed

“It tastes just like its high-quality Italian counterpart: a refreshing, semisweet, citrusy libation with a hearty botanical 
finish — perfect for the transition from workday to dinner hour. As with all of Wilderton’s offerings, the Bittersweet 

Aperitivo also comes in a beautiful bottle, so it’ll look good on any NA bar cart.”
- Departures

“Made in the Pacific Northwest by spirits industry vets Brad Whiting and Seth O’Malley, the Wilderton distillates 
pull inspiration from the local flora and beyond…“Wilderton was the first [NA spirit] that I tasted that really 

impressed me,””
- Imbibe

“Wilderton offers rich, non-alcoholic spirits masterfully created from raw botanicals obtained from various locations 
on the globe, capturing the true essence of alcohol very well.” 

- Advanced Mixology

“Now you can savor a bottle or two [of Wilderton’s Earthen and Lustre] as the sun sets and the flames start to rise 
in the fire pit, or simply during a weekday dinner with no next-day fuzziness to deal with.”

- The Manual

“This is a real win for NA bitter cocktails and makes a lovely aperitivo on the rocks.” 
- Distiller

“The latest offering from Wilderton, a Portland-based brand behind some of the best botanical spirits out there, is 
this aperitivo — an amaro-like sip that's begging to be added to spritzes (or your run-of-the mill Spindrift and slice 

of lemon).”
-SF Gate


